
March 2022 Library Highlights 

Public Relations & Marketing by Sasha Vasilic 

New NMDL Website 

At the end of March we launched the brand new Niles-Maine District Library website. The new 

website is more user-friendly, easier to navigate, and organized with you, the patron, in mind. 

Your feedback is important to us. If you can’t find what you are looking for or want to share 

your browsing experience, please email svasilic@nileslibrary.org. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Enhancements  

 Better mobile experience  

 ADA compliant: Use of colorblind friendly colors, larger font size, and alt tags for all 

images files 

 Translation feature with over 100 languages 

 Large search bar for searching the catalog or library website 

 Quick view of all online resources, services, and digital collection 

 Highlighting special collections - Early Literacy Kits, S.T.E.A.M. Kits, Binge Boxes, and 

Playaways 

 Dedicated pages for parents and kids, teens, adults, teachers, business owners, and job 

seekers 

 Easily suggest a future program or title to be added to the collection 

And much more! 



Adult and Outreach Services by Mary Kay Stiff 

Maryellen debuted the PoetryWalk exhibit 

in the Franklin Gallery. It will remain in the 

gallery through April which is National 

Poetry Month. The exhibit consists of 

pages copied from the book, The Best of 

Poetry in Motion. Each gorgeously illustrated 

page features a brief poem. Special thanks 

to Annette and Sasha, who helped design 

and create the plates; and to Victoria and 

Annette who assisted integrally in 

executing the display. Stop by for some 

poetic reverie – there's even a poem "to 

go" for you at the end of the display. 

 

Programs 

On March 4, programmers learned how to run 

a hybrid program where the lecturer is using a 

PowerPoint or web demo in the CMR, which 

the audience at home needs to see. This 

involves the lecturer standing still in front of the 

laptop on the stage, simultaneously recording 

themselves speaking, co-hosting the Zoom 

component, and sharing their screen on Zoom 

as well as on the projector. It was one of two 

training courses for programmers this month on 

virtual/live programming (“hybrid”). On March 

15, I taught programmers how to set up the 

camera equipment in the back of the CMR to 

record and stream lectures to Zoom laptop. 

This is best for programs such as history 

reenactments, concerts, and anything else 

where the lecturer takes command of the entire stage – an additional layer of complexity would 

be added if there were a PowerPoint or any websites that the audience at home would need to 

see.  

On March 17, Wynn offered his first hybrid program: Vivian Maier: Out of the Shadows to a live 

audience of 31 and a live/virtual audience of 7. Cecilia, Rich, and Mary Kay showed up to 

provide backup. We had a few outstanding questions about controlling audio, which Rich 

answered by introducing us to the audio panel in the AV room. There were a couple technical 

difficulties (the laptop ran out of juice at one point, then at another point the internet 



hiccupped and we had to reboot to get Zoom participation back 

on track!), but participants were very pleased overall, and praised 

Jenny Riddle’s performance (pictured on right).  

Wynn and Cecilia hosted a virtual “Evening with Madeleine 

Miller” on March 3. Eighteen people joined to hear the author of 

Circe speak about her writing process.  

 

 

 

 

 

Book discussion groups this month featured the books Miracle Creek, Whisper Network, The 

Vanishing Half, and Get a Life, Chloe Brown.  

Chair Yoga had 29 attendees. Wynn and I are in conversation about changing Yoga back to an 

in-person event; Yoga Joan is not ready to do so just yet. Maryellen coordinated a program on 

serial killers from the Victorian era, which had 28 attendees via Zoom. Judy coordinated, It’s 

Your Wedding: Spend Wisely. Five people attended live via Zoom, and so far 29 have watched 

the recording.  

 

Programmers are busy planning our September-December 2022 lineup. 

Community Engagement 

Oakton’s Tuesday and Thursday night ESL (English as a second Language) class is returning in 

person to the Library, in July! Wynn spoke to Oakton’s Senior Manager of Adult Education, and 

coordinated and booked the Summer and Fall sessions. This is a long standing partnership 

between the College and the Library. 



Our 19 AgeOptions Playaway Launchpads have arrived. We are working with Material Services  

to catalog them, and with Marketing to promote them. These devices, filled with games that 

challenge memory and maintain brain health, fulfill the Innovator aspect of our $10,000 

AgeOptions grant. They are a new resource we 

are offering to the older adults in our community.  

Coming Together 2022: Sharing Experiences of 

Disability. This season, Coming Together has joined 

forces with community members with disabilities as 

well as a range of local organizations supporting the 

disability community in Niles Township. 

https://www.comingtogether.in 

We are promoting and looking forward to Alice 

Wong’s virtual author visit on April 19. Ms. Wong 

is the author of Disability Visibility, and is a 

disability activist.  

Judy attended a ribbon cutting for new Chamber 

member, Anywhere Fitness; the Niles Morning 

Network, held at the Library; and a Chamber 

After-Hours at the Niles Historical Society.  

We are partnering with the Village to educate 

Niles homeowners who are considering home improvements; the Village is firming up details.  

Department Activities 

This month we answered a total of 2,416 questions at our service desks. This is an average of about 

77 questions per day. 

We delivered a total of 407 items to 66 homebound and nursing home resident patrons. Karen 

drove her car for the deliveries because the van’s battery died – nevertheless, she persisted! 

Aileen processed 385 lending requests this month, including procuring 31 interlibrary loan titles 

in and out of state, for our patrons.  

Maryellen is working with Judy to weed the Reference collection, looking at data such as which 

resources have an online or database component; which volumes other libraries still carry; and 

which cover topics that are already represented adequately within our nonfiction circulating 

collection. (Reference does not circulate, so we can’t look at direct circ data.) Wynn started 

working on weeding down the crowded CD sections. Maryellen is leading Wynn and Stacy in 

backshifting the nonfiction in 700s and 900s.  

Displays this month included Coming Together; March into Spring; Go Oscar Wild!; and Read 

Me, I’m Irish. The Oscars display was interactive; 60 patrons participated by casting their own 

ballots guessing the Academy Award Winners! We also stocked a very popular display on the 

Ukraine/Russia conflict, on the Grab and Go station in the Lobby.  

https://www.comingtogether.in/


Judy updated the job seekers’ page for Marketing to post on our new website.  

Patron comments and questions  

-Cecilia and Mary Kay helped a patron writing a memoir, conduct research on grief and loss and 

how it affects teenagers. We found books throughout the library to help him – in YA, Youth, 

Parenting, and Adult -- and he left with about 20 titles to inform his efforts. 

-A patron told Karen “You make my life so much more pleasant.” She explained that her life is 

mostly doctor visits and tests.  

-Stacy found a Hot Pick copy of Run, Rose, Run – the new book by James Patterson and Dolly 

Parton. The patron was ecstatic that we had a copy available right away and she did not have to 

be added to the (long!) wait list. Stacy explained that Hot Picks are a perk of being an NMDL 

cardholder. 

-Maryellen helped a patron locate a biography about a Native American actress whose name 

she could not remember! Maryellen sleuthed around and found the name and a bio via ILL.  

-Judy found articles on correlation of China/Taiwan with Russia/Ukraine.  

-Judy and Aileen helped a patron requesting SSA-1099 from Social Security to renew her Ride 

Free Transit Benefit from the IL Department on Aging.  

-Judy worked one-on-one with a retired job seeker who was looking for hourly work.  

-Pat helped two 9th graders find books by Madeline Miller: The Song of Achilles; and Circe. 

Staff training or development  

At our department meeting, AOS staff were trained by Nicole Derrig, head of programming at 

MNASR, on how best to work with adults who have developmental disabilities. This training 

will inform our work as we begin offering Adaptive Hour to Adults on a quarterly basis. 

Wynn and Judy both took four webinars recommended by Nicole: Things People With 

Disabilities Wish You Knew; We Are All Different – And That’s Awesome; Building Bridges: 
Interacting with Adults Who Have Developmental Disabilities; and Inclusion Makes the World 

More Vibrant. Judy also took a JJ’s List Disability Awareness Training.  

Wynn and Judy took de-escalation trainings in Niche Academy.  

Cecilia attended a LACONI Best of the Best meeting to learn more about the “best” program 

presenters out there!  

Hybrid Training for AOS Programmers w/ Mary Kay, Part 1 – Wynn, Cecilia, Maryellen 

Hybrid Training for AOS Programmers w/ Mary Kay, Part II – Wynn, Cecilia, Maryellen, Stacy 

Committees 

Anti-Racism Action Committee Meeting – Maryellen, Wynn, Stacy 

 



Material Services Department by Victoria Luz  

Department Activities 

March Quick Stats for Materials Services Department 

Items ordered: 2,032 -- Items received: 1,710 -- Items input: 2,045  

A brief explanation of these numbers. When an order is placed with a vendor, an item record is 

created with a circulation status in the catalog of on-order. When a box arrives from the 

vendor and is received by MSD staff the circulation status becomes in-processing.  A cataloger 

adds nationally standardized computer coded language to the record; processing staff add 

multiple physical identification labels and a barcode; using the check-in function in Polaris the 

item is input which changes the circulation status from in-processing to Available in the public 

online catalog.  

Jamie continues the work of added Homosaurus subject/genre headings on bibliographic 

records to improve access to LGBTQ+ materials. This month he completed headings on 77 

bibliographic records. 

Staff Training/Development 

The American Library Association’s Core: Leadership, Infrastructure, Futures Committee is the 

national association that advances the profession of Librarians and information providers in 

central roles of leadership and management, metadata and collections, and technology. Core’s 

Interest Group Week happens the first full week of March each year. It consists of 25 

discussions and programs over 5 days, all free and open to everyone. Each session lasts one 

hour. MSD staff had the opportunity to participate in several sessions as their workload 

allowed.  

David attended Polaris 7.1 (our catalog) Quick Hits webinar sponsored by CCS (our 

consortium). Two ALA Core interest group discussion sessions focusing on cataloging issues 

and concerns, and a discussion about inclusive cataloging. 

Jamie attended CCS Acquisitions Technical Group meeting; Innovative webinar on Polaris 7.1 

upgrade; ALA’s Core webinars: MARC Records vs. the Catalog: Data Quality and User 

Experience; Technical Services Workflow Efficiency Interest Group: Workflow Trends and 

Cases in Library Technical Services. 

Betty attended ALA Core's Interest Group Week courses: Metadata Interest Group; Linked 

Data Interest Group; Technical Services Workflow Efficiency.  

Several MSD staff completed the required annual Sexual Harassment Prevention training 

through Niche Academy. 

Magda and Lynna attended the quarterly CCS Acquisitions Technical Group meeting, virtually. 

I completed the Illinois Attorney General’s FOIA Certification training and will now be able to 

assist the Library’s FOIA Officer. 



CCS Acquisitions Technical Group 

Victoria chaired the quarterly Acquisitions meeting. Acquisition work groups in each library are 

all about executing the material orders from the Selector. Selectors are Librarians in various 

departments who choose which books the Library needs to add to its collections. Highlights of 

this meeting include news of two upcoming Polaris Leap Acquisitions training webinars. Polaris 

is upgrading and transitioning all acquisition functions to the cloud based LEAP product that the 

public services staff are already using.  One of the webinars is for Set-up Tasks and the other 

for EDI (electronic data interchange) use. Several different suggestions on handling credits were 

discussed as was the purging of invoices and purchase orders. Polaris will allow you to purge 

invoices/purchase orders before a specific date but it doesn’t delete the Fund or the Fiscal year 

records nor can the records be deleted manually. Rachel Fischer from CCS presented the 

Canceled Publications Procedures.  

Display & Art Committee 

In the Franklin Gallery in for April: PoetryWalk, in honor of April, National Poetry Month. 

The Adult Services Librarians here at NMDL were inspired to create a StoryWalk® concept. 

StoryWalk® is a national initiative in public libraries to promote literacy, reading, exercise, and 

movement in communities and neighborhoods across the United States. In a StoryWalk, pages 

of a dismantled book (usually a picture book) are displayed at outdoor stations, sometimes on 

stakes. This was beautifully created in our Franklin Gallery.  

Coming to the Franklin Gallery in May 2022 

 

An exhibit of Podczaszy Art will be on display for May and June. Thank you to Bernadetta for 

procuring this artist’s work.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Digital Services by Suzanne Wulf  

Programs 

Todd taught a class for attendees to learn how to 

design and print a poster. Attendees appreciated the 

opportunity to be creative and see their work on a 

large scale, high-quality print.  

Carleigh taught a class on the platform Discord and 

she was able to provide some helpful tips to people 

who were already using it. Carleigh’s Dungeons & 

Dragons program was a hit!  It was intergenerational 

program with everyone socializing and helping each 

other. We plan to offer it again in the summer. 

Below are some of the creations that were printed 

on the 3D printer and painted in the class.   

Josh taught a session on computer security that had a great turn out. The survey responses were 

fantastic with attendees 

praising Josh’s teaching 

style and the content 

covered.  

Bernadetta provided 

instruction on Power 

Point for attendees 

looking to gain skills 

with this software. Ruth held two sessions of Adult Computer Bootcamp and taught patrons how to use 

the mouse, keyboard & Internet.  

We brought in the instructor Natasha Lehrer 

to lead a felting workshop at the library. 

People enjoyed being together, offering help 

to each other and showing the progress of 

projects. This class was a wonderful way to 

build a community of makers. 

   

 

Lisa taught a class where attendees learned how to sew 

a roll up travel pouch using the sewing machines. We recently purchased a classroom set of sewing 



machines so we could accommodate more people in the class. This was very popular class, with lots of 

people on the waiting list. We will be offering it again soon!  

Lisa developed and implemented a Take-n-Make: St. Patrick’s 

Day Cross Stitch. A volunteer helped us assemble the kits; 

there were 100 kits total. The total cost for Take-n-Make 

was $110, which came out to $1.10 per kit. Within a week 

of being placed at the Technology desk, the kits were all 

gone. Offering a Take-n-Make as a passive programs allows 

patrons to engage in a creative activity on their own time.  

 

 

Creative Studio 

This month there were 123 successful 3D prints this 

month and 38 Maker Space appointments. This month 

we once again offered the annual discounted poster 

printing promotion for the first time since March 

2020. We had 8 posters submitted for printing. 

Patrons were excited for the opportunity to print 

their custom creations. 

 

Jabez interviewed Tom Elenz, Executive Director of the Niles Park District to discuss programs and 

facilities. Other interesting topics include the first nationally televised golf tournament, Eddie O’s youth 

hockey beginnings, the local and national rise of pickleball popularity, and a stake park developed with 

local teens! 

Staff has been busy this month with 1-2-1 appointments which can be booked on the website. Lisa 

helped a patron improve her sewing skills, Bernadetta provided assistance with the vinyl cutter, and Josh 

helped patrons improve computer skills.  

A Niles patron requested a 1-2-1 vinyl cutter appointment. She wanted to learn how to use a vinyl 

cutter and a heat press to create shirts for a fundraising event to benefit a family member.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Database and Downloadables 

In March we had 4,847 OverDrive checkouts and 201 of them were checked out through the Sora app, 

used in EMSD 63. We had 42 new OverDrive users this month and of the total checkouts 237 were 

magazines, 1,615 were audiobooks and 2,994 were eBooks.  

The top titles checked out in March were: 

1) “The Paris Apartment” by Lucy Foley - 11 

2) “Run, Rose, Run” by James Patterson - 11 

3)  “One Italian Summer” by Rebecca Serle - 11  

4)  “It Ends with Us” by Colleen Hoover - 10 

5)  “Verity” by Colleen Hoover - 10 

6) “People We Meet on Vacation” by Emily Henry – 10 

7) “Atomic Habits” by James Clear – 10 

Hoopla had 1,513 checkouts in March with 37 new users.  

Databases that saw increases in use were ALLDATA, Ancestry, Brainfuse, Gale eBooks, Newsbank, and 

Niche Academy. 

Usage of Consumer Reports, Gale Courses, LinkedIn Learning, Mango Languages, Mergent Intellect, 

Reference Solutions, and TumbleBook Library stayed about the same since last month. 

Community Engagement  

The Niles Morning Network was hosted at the Library and attended by Judy and myself. A presenter 

from the Niles Fitness Center came and spoke on health and wellness.  

Department Acitivties  

This month Lauren returned from leave and it has been very nice to have them back in the department. 

We are still short on desk coverage, but every bit of coverage helps.  

Patron Comments & Interactions 

From Carleigh’s Intro to Discord class: “The instructor was very good. Very easy to follow and she had 

patience with us. I am so happy that you offer classes like this one.” 

From Ruth’s Beginner Computer Bootcamp – Mouse & Keyboard class: “Everything. The instructor was so 

nice and easy to follow. She had a lot of patience with us, and she explained how to use the mouse and 

keyboard. I love all of your classes.” 

From Todd’s Design and Print a Poster class: “The instructor was very patient with us. I learned a lot from 

this class. I love all the classes that you have in your library.” “Learned about designing today, love it.” 

“Made a cool poster! Great facilitator :) This library rocks!!! Thanks a bunch.” “Hands on - Actually 

made a product. Will use again. Knowledgeable staff. Great program!” “Excellent - Thanks Todd!”  

From Carleigh’s D&D Mini Painting class: “Carleigh is so welcoming and personable. The encouragement 

shown to everyone was great!!” “Very fun! Carleigh was knowledgeable about the topic and very 

welcoming! Made the environment encouraging and fun!” “The leader was very nice and helpful and the 

class was chill. I don’t even play D&D, but this was nice.”  



From Bernadetta’s Microsoft PowerPoint Basics class: “Bernadetta was very good and very patient with us. 

I always enjoy her classes.” “The instructor was very patient and explained the class on a level for all to 

understand. The computers and lab were very nice. Wow - amazing results.” “So cool/fun. Very useful at 

work. Thank you.” 

From Lisa’s Sewing Basics: Travel Pouch class: “I liked learning all about a machine and how to thread and 

sew.” “The class was well taught. I did learn something new.” “I liked the instructor, having the ability to 

do hands-on practice and the pace of the class.” “Very hands on. Very helpful teacher and helper.” 

From Josh’s Computer Security class: “Awesome - Excellent. So so so knowledgeable!!!! Well presented. 

Can't say enough about how awesome this was!!” “Joshua was very knowledgeable and enthusiastic 

about the topic and was able to answer all questions.” “Very knowledgeable and very open to 

questions.” “Good practical suggestions. Very clear and a good pace.” “Joshua was a great instructor. 

Great websites and programs to check out.” “Presenter was very knowledgeable and did a great job. He 

has excellent presentation skills. Content was very appropriate and useful.” “I was so impressed with 

Joshua Deleon. He was so easy to follow and he had a lot of patience with us.” 

From Bernadetta’s Needle Felted Spring Gnome class:“Instructor was wonderful, such a fun class!” “The 

instructions were perfect. Wonderful class. The gnomes are adorable.” “Absolutely loved it!” “Great 

class, fun project.” “It was so fun to create something so cute, working together with others and getting 

to see others' creations.” “Beautiful finished project anyone can complete. All the materials provided. 

Bernadetta and Natasha both very friendly and helpful. I believe only Niles residents (Niles library 

cardholders) should be eligible for programs like this. It's our tax dollars, yet people from other towns 

are here.” 

 

You know what you did today? You got me a new job! When the day is over, you can look back and say, I got 

someone a new job! A patron’s comment. I helped him before with the job application and this time with 

all documents required for this position.  

A patron received a new LINK card. She activated it, but the card needed a new PIN. She tried to call 

the number provided on the card, but the signal was busy, sounding like a fax machine. She came to the 

library seeking assistance. I helped her navigate the IDHS website. After many steps, she successfully 

updated her PIN. She was very emotional when the process was finished. With tears in her eyes, she 

commented I can finally go and buy some food. She was so thankful. I said to her,” you made my day.” She 

replied, "You made my life.”  

These two comments validate our job at the Tech desk. We are a lifeline for patrons who deal with 

difficult situations in their life, who do not have resources at home, and who count on the staff and the 

library’s resources to get needed help. We help patrons who struggle with demanding situations, so to 

hear a comment like this is very rewarding.   

Information overload! What a nice surprise! Said a patron after I gave her a maker space tour. She used to 

come to the library as a small girl. Now, as a new mom, she rediscovered the place and could not 

believe how libraries have changed for the better.  

 

 



Patron Services by Athena Crouse 

CCS Consortium Update  

On March 15th CCS, serving 27 member libraries, successfully implemented the new email notices. CCS 

will continue to work on improvements to patron notices. A couple next steps include reviewing text 

message language and updating notice translations. The changes below to email notices were made in 

response to patron feedback.  

 Plain language and a consistent, web safe typeset for increased accessibility 

 A welcoming greeting using the patron’s first name 

 Revised, jargon-free copy 

 Removal of redundant elements 

 A footer for all email notices including links to the  

o library address 

o library hours 

o catalog sign-in page for easier account management 

In order to have consistency between interlibrary and intra-CCS hold requests, CCS will be updating 

the loan request language for interlibrary loan requests. The interlibrary loan request status of "Inactive" 

will be updated to "Requested". The new status will display to both patrons in the PowerPAC and to 

staff in Leap. This change will take place the week of April 11th. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Automated Record Set Cleanup 

CCS has created a new monthly process to remove deleted staff record sets from the database. The 

process will run on the 3rd of each month and will remove record sets that were deleted more than 31 

days prior. Record sets are an efficient tool used by staff as they need to work with subsets of records.  

Polaris Upgrade to 7.1 

On Tuesday, May 10 at 10:00 PM, Innovative will upgrade our production database to Polaris 7.1. This 

interruption to services should be minimal, about 2-3 hours of downtime. While the upgrade work is 

being performed, the production database will be unavailable to patrons and staff, including the Public 

Catalog and staff tools of Leap, Simply Reports and SIP and API- connected databases on the website.   



Passport Service  

In March 2022 patron services processed 252 passports for which the library received $8,820 in 

execution fees. We processed at least 2 passports per day this month, averaging about 8 passport 

applications per day. This is the 3rd straight month where there was not a single day we did not execute 

a passport application. The highest number of passport applications executed in a single day this month 

is 16. This month’s passport total is 6.33% greater than pre-pandemic (March 2019). 

 

Department Activities  

Besides Passport Service, Notary Service continues to be a popular and highly appreciated service 

offered by the library. This month notaries in all departments notarized 133 documents. Of those 133 

documents, Patron Services notaries notarized 100. This is 75% of all notarizations that took place in 

March. Notarizations this month were also 9% greater than pre-pandemic March 2019. 

 

 

 



Staff training or development  

Patron Services Associates have begun various courses in de-escalation training provided through Niche 

Staff Academy. 

I took Unlocking the Power of Record Sets part one training led by Mieko at CCS. This training was one 

hour long and chock full of good information. I look forward to watching part 2 and continue to increase 

my knowledge of LEAP to use it to its full potential in service to patrons.  

I also completed the Code of Ethics training series in Niche 

Staff Academy. 

Sunshine Committee 

This month the Sunshine Committee celebrated Pi Day on 

March 14 with a variety of delicious pies for staff. It was a real 

slice! 

 

 

 

 

Youth Services by Arianne Carey 

Lego Day 

We had 591 patrons come through the event. One of our 

patrons brought one of his creations and ended up connecting 

with the Chicago Area Lego Users Group, who were our 

gracious presenters. 

 

 

 



Lego Club was offered in a hybrid format – both in-person and virtually. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Miss Leslie is kicking of Art Exploration. This new series targets patrons in grades 3-6 and will offer a 

chance to learn about different artists, art movements, and creative techniques.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Miss Rosie hosted an in-person session of Fridaypalooza in the Middle Ground. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Teen 

Wordle has taken the world by 

storm. Observed on March 9- 

five teen boys working to crack 

the day’s puzzle.   

 

 

 

 

Donna Block represented the state last month at PLA, promoting iRead, the summer reading program. 

ILA staff was so pleased, that they invited Donna to present at ALA in Washington. The state will cover 

her fees and travel. Congratulations Donna! 

 
 

 



Comments and questions  

"Parent with Kids of different Ages (Grade 2-9th) "I really can't believe they all wanted to go to this Lego 

event today!"  I was so surprised!  - Mom at Lego Event 

Cathy has been a regular attendee in Page to Screen Virtually. She has voiced her appreciation on 

numerous occasions about keeping and offering some programs virtually. I sent her a list of the 

Children's programs we are continuing to offer in person. They hope to participate virtually during the 

Summer.  

Liam and Clara’s mom Stephanie McDaniel thanked me for offering the Bilingual/ Spanish storytime, 

integrating Spanish into 2s&3s, and had fun learning ASL (American Sign Language) during 2s & 3s song 

time. As a homeschool parent it is good to know the library has this available. 

Thank you for all the great programs for kids. We really appreciate it! 

When will the mask mandate be lifted in Kidspace?  

Thanks for having this Lego Program. It was really great. 

When will in-person programs for babies start back up? 

Why do we have to wear masks here? The rest of the world is not wearing them. 

Patron asked if there would be more consistent monthly homeschool programs. 

A mom noticed the sign denoting the mask policy is still in place in KidSpace. She is grateful as her son is 

asthmatic. She has taken him out of school. And she referred to the fact that the surrounding libraries 

have dropped their mask policies, leaving her with fewer and fewer options for places they can go and 

spend time, and participate in social activities. 

“Sorry to hear that you are dropping masks required in KidSpace. I guess we won’t be coming in starting 

next week.” 

When will things get back to normal around here? 

A NMDL cardholder let me know that she was sad to see that KidSpace had gone mask optional. This 

has made coming to visit difficult. Her children go to Nelson School and the one-hour mask requirement 

does not fit their schedule. She is happy that the staff is staying safe. 

“Thank you so much for having the Scavenger Hunt for the kids to do while they are off school today.” 

During storytime a parent asked if the contactless pickup will remain an option since most of the day is 

mask optional and they are a high-risk family.  

“I’m so glad to see the Kids Guide to Camping on display. We checked it out this summer along with 

the Kids Guide to Fishing and they were great guides!” 

Patron asked if Evening Family Storytime was online because they can’t come into the library.  

Overheard in KidSpace: This place is a wonderland! -a 10-year-old boy. 

 


